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E-SPORTS BROADCASTS AS A NEW FORMAT IN JOURNALISM

Over the past five years, eSports traditionally considered to be just the greatest passion for video 
games, from a class for modest unification gamers in different parts of the world turned into almost a 
billion industry with a multi-million dollar community. Against this background, it is not surprising that 
media players and the media are interested in the fast-growing and popular niche. Materials about pro-
fessional gaming began to appear even in non-profile editions, and broadcasts of eSport competitions 
were included on cable and satellite TV channels.

And therefore, it can be stated that eSports is one of the most actively developing areas of leisure in 
the world. At the moment, eSports, like traditional sports disciplines (football, hockey, basketball, etc.), 
is a rapidly expanding business, which invests a large amount of money and involves many people of 
different professions, including journalists.

This article analyzes the phenomenon of eSports broadcasting and its specificity: genre affiliation, 
characteristic features, features of appearance and commenting. Also, eSports broadcast is regarded as a 
journalistic product. In addition, there was described as the emergence of eSport and eSports journalism.

The scientific significance of this article lies in the fact that the study of eSport journalism is also 
determined by the fact that, at this moment, this area in the scientific community is practically not repre-
sented by any research, either domestic or foreign. Very superficially and uncertainly, scholars just begin-
ning to talk about the phenomenon of “eSports”, but practically nothing can be found about journalistic 
activities in this area.

The practical significance of the work is to show the genre affiliation of eSports broadcasts to journal-
ism, to give an idea of   this trend and to determine similarity with other directions.

The main purpose of the study is to determine the place of eSports broadcasting in the system of 
journalistic genres, to demonstrate the media relevance and commercial potential of this type of product.
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Ки бе рс порт тық трaнс ля циялaр журнaлис тикaның жaңa формaты ре тін де

Соң ғы бес жыл ішін де ки бе рс порт ұғы мы жaй ғaнa ком пью тер ойын дaрын ойнaу үшін 
жинaлғaн aдaмдaрдың әуені нен, мил лиaрдтaғaн қaржы тaбуғa болaтын, мил лиондaғaн ойын-
шылaрдaн тұрaтын өнер кә сіп ке aйнaлып үл гер ді деп aйт сaқ қaте лес пей міз. Осы тұр ғыдa, БАҚ 
пен ірі ме диa мaгнaттaрдың осы бaғытқa бет бұ руы тaңқaлaрлық дү ние емес. Бү гін гі кү ні кә сі би 
ойын дaр турaлы мaте риaлдaр көп те ген бaсы лымдaрдa жaриялaнып тұрaды, aл ки бе рс порт тық 
трaнс ля циялaр болсa кaбель ді жә не жер се рік ті те леaрнaлaрдa көр се ті ле ді.

Ки бе рс порт қaзір гі тaңдa бел сен ді түр де дaмып ке ле жaтқaн биз нес кө зі нің бі рі не aйнaлды. 
Сон дықтaн дa, бұл сaлaғa әр түр лі мaмaндaрдың (со ның ішін де журнaлис тер дің) ығы суы қaлып ты 
тренд.

Ғы лы ми мaқaлaдa ки бе рс порт тық трaнс ля ция фе но ме ні не жә не оғaн тән жaнр лық ерек ше-
лік тер ге сaрaптaмa жaсaлды, ки бе рс порт тық трaнс ля циялaр журнaлис тік өнім ре тін де қaрaсты-
рыл ды. Со ны мен қaтaр, мaқaлaдa ки бе рс порт пен ки бе рс порт тық журнaлис тикaның пaйдa бо луы 
зерт тел ді.
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Мaқaлaның ғы лы ми мaңыз ды лы ғы қaзір гі тaңдa ки бе рс порт тық журнaлис тикaның әлі де 
болсa отaндық жә не ше тел дік ғaлымдaрмен дұ рыстaп зерт тел меуі нен aйқындaлaды. Ки бе рс порт 
турaлы ен ді ғaнa сөз қозғaлa бaстaғaны мен, оның журнaлис тік қы рынa еш кім нaзaр aудaрaр емес.

Мaқaлaның тә жі ри бе лік мaңы зы – ки бе рс порт тық трaнс ля циялaрдың журнaлис тикaның 
жaңa жaнры, жaңa формaты ре тін де көр се ту жә не aйқындaу, оның журнaлис тикaның бaсқa дa 
бaғыттaры мен ұқсaсты ғын сaрaлaу.

Зерт теу жұ мы сы ның мaқсaты – ки бе рс порт тық трaнс ля циялaрдың журнaлис тикa жaнрлaр 
жүйе сін де гі ор нын aнықтaу, оның журнaлис тикaның жaңa тү рі ре тін де гі өзек ті лі гі мен ком мер-
циялық әлеуе тін көр се ту.

Тү йін  сөз дер: ки бе рс порт, ки бе рс порт тық трaнс ля циялaр, ки бе рс порт тық журнaлис тикa, ви-
део ойын дaр, ойын шылaр.

Дидaр Хaлык
мaгистрaнт 1-го курсa, Кaзaхс кий нaционaль ный уни вер си тет  

име ни aль-Фaрaби, Кaзaхстaн, г. Алмaты, е-mail: didar0996@gmail.com

Ки бе рс пор тив ные трaнс ля ции кaк но вый формaт в журнaлис ти ке

Зa пос лед ние пять лет ки бе рс порт, трaди ци он но считaвший ся прос то ув ле че нием ви-
деоигрaми для ск ром ных иг ро ков, объеди нив ших ся в рaзных чaстях мирa, преврaтил ся в мил-
лиaрд ную ин ду ст рию с мно го мил лион ным сооб ще ст вом. Нa этом фо не неу ди ви тель но, что 
ме диaмaгнaты и СМИ зaин те ре совaны в быст ро рaсту щей и по пу ляр ной ни ше. Мaте риaлы о про-
фес сионaль ных игрaх стaли появ лять ся дaже в неп ро филь ных издa ниях, a трaнс ля ции со рев-
новa ний по ки бе рс пор ту бы ли вк лю че ны нa кaбель ных и спут ни ко вых те лекaнaлaх.

И поэто му мож но сме ло зaяв лять, что ки бе рс порт яв ляет ся од ним из нaибо лее aктив но 
рaзвивaющим ся нaпрaвле нием до сугa в ми ре. В нaстоящее вре мя ки бе рс порт, кaк и трaди ци он-
ные спор тив ные дис цип ли ны (фут бол, хок кей, бaскет бол и т.д.), яв ляет ся быст ро прог рес си рую-
щим биз не сом, ко то рый вклaдывaет боль шие средс твa и прив лекaет мно же ст во лю дей рaзных 
про фес сий, вк лючaя и журнaлис тов. 

Ос новнaя цель исс ле довa ния – оп ре де лить мес то ки бе рс пор тив ных трaнс ля ций в сис те ме 
журнaлистс ких жaнров, про де мо нс три ровaть aктуaль нос ть и ком мер чес кий по тен циaл «но во го» 
видa журнaлис ти ки.

В дaнной стaтье aнaли зи рует ся фе но мен ки бе рс пор тив ных трaнс ля ций и их спе ци фикa, a 
имен но: жaнровaя принaдлеж ность, хaрaктер ные чер ты, осо бен нос ти появ ле ния и ком мен ти-
ровa ния. Тaкже, ки бе рс пор тив ные трaнс ля ции рaссмaтривaют ся кaк журнaлистс кий про дукт. 
Вдобaвок, в стaтье описaны появ ле ние ки бе рс портa и ки бе рс пор тивнaя журнaлси тикa.

Нaучнaя знaчи мос ть дaнной стaтьи зaключaет ся в том, что изу че ние ки бе рс пор тив ной 
журнaлис ти ки в дaнный мо мент прaкти чес ки не предстaвлено   кaки ми-ли бо исс ле довa ниями, кaк 
оте че ст вен ны ми, тaк и зaру беж ны ми в нaуч ном сооб ще ст ве. Очень по ве рх ност но и неу ве рен но 
толь ко нaчинaют го во рить о фе но ме не «ки бе рс портa», но прaкти чес ки ни че го нель зя нaйти о 
журнaлистс кой дея тель ности в этой облaсти.

Прaкти ческaя знaчи мос ть рaбо ты – покaзaть жaнро вую принaдлеж ность ки бе рс пор тив ных 
трaнс ля ций к журнaлис ти ке, охaрaте ри зовaть кaк но вый формaт и оп ре де лить сходс тво с дру ги-
ми нaпрaвле ниями.

Клю че вые словa: ки бе рс порт, ки бе рс пор тив ные трaнс ля ции, ки бе рс пор тивнaя журнaлис-
тикa, ви де оиг ры, иг ро ки.

Introduction

The video game industry has a rich history, orig-
inating almost from the appearance of the very first 
computing systems and personal computers. Even 
outdated technologies of the last century allowed 
several players to interact with each other in the 
game, being together at the same computer or con-
sole. With the development of Internet technology 
and the emergence of high-speed networks, video 
games have stepped beyond the threshold of indi-
vidual entertainment and created a whole layer of 

genres, oriented to the interaction of many players 
online, in real time. 

Even in the very first online video games, gam-
ers were already given the opportunity to play 
against their own kind. Such a system later received 
the generic term “PVR” or “player versus player”. 
In some games, RVR was only one of many pos-
sibilities and components, in some it formed the ba-
sis of the whole game process. It is from the second 
type of games that a new type of electronic hobbies, 
called “eSports”, was finally formed (Yaskevich, 
2017).
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Over time, the audience of electronic entertain-
ment in general, and e-sports events in particular, 
has grown exponentially. All signs of “high sport” 
were formed: from the whole mass of “simple play-
ers” who perceive a certain game more as entertain-
ment, a group of “professionals” was formed, which 
mastered the mechanics of this game perfectly. The 
appearance of tournaments or other events in this 
game has generated cyber sports teams, with their 
participants, coaches, and even sponsors. The audi-
ence of “ordinary players”, in turn, formed the spec-
tators and fans who follow cyber-sports events. Thus, 
in the gaming industry there are two very important 
things. Firstly, this is a media event ‒ some kind of 
e-sports event, and secondly, an audience that repre-
sents both spectators and fans, as well as interested 
people like sponsors and organizers. Where these 
two elements exist, one cannot do without the third. 
People who will cover these events, comment on the 
gameplay, experts who will provide analytics, cor-
respondents who will provide material on the game 
and players to the audience, in a word ‒ journalists.

In the gaming industry, the field of journal-
ism has been formed for a very long time, in all its 
forms, from printed materials to television programs 
and Internet portals. Game journalism is closely fol-
lowing the announcements and the development of 
new games, gives its assessment of the product to 
the reader or viewer, reports on some updates in the 
field of electronic products. However, the traditional 
game journalism, oddly enough, practically does not 
cover eSports events. 

Therfore, we come to the main topic of our re-
search ‒ eSports broadcasts. It is necessary to figure 
out whether they can be called a journalistic product, 
and their performers ‒ journalists. However, the scope 
of eSports is incredibly complex and multifaceted. In 
different countries, eSports is at different stages of 
development, and the material itself can vary greatly 
depending on the genre of e-sports discipline.

Material and methods

The study is aimed at the method of qualitative 
observation in order to study perspectives of devel-
opment and becoming as genre of journalism of eS-
port broadcasting. 

During the study, the following methods were 
used: problem-thematic analysis of the platforms 
that formed the empirical basis of the study, to de-
termine the topics covered; functional analysis of 
identified broadcasting; a content analysis of media 
platforms as Youtube and Twitch, which allowed 
identifying the problem math of gaming journalism; 

comparative analysis of print and online publica-
tions, allowing to determine the development trends 
of gaming journalism.

These characteristics made it possible to deter-
mine the effectiveness of the e-sport journalism, 
their thematic focus, which helped to reveal the pe-
culiarities of the problem and the functional diversi-
ty of the game of journalism in modern media space.

Literature review
The degree of knowledge to determine quite 

problematic, because of its completely new subspe-
cies of traditional sports journalism. The basis of 
the work was taken by foreign authors. K. Jonasson 
and J. Thiborg in their works identified this sport as 
progressively developing and showed the influence 
of e-sport on the future of video games (Jonasson, 
Thiborg, 2010). Also, M. Wagner described the 
scientific relevance of eSports (Wagner, 2006). K. 
Guillen and D. Tennat identified the main problems 
of development in this area (Gillen, 2005, Tennant, 
2009), as well as D. Amrich and B.J. Harris has been 
studying modern trends in gaming journalism (Am-
rich, 2012, Harris, 2014).

Among Russian authors, V. Vikulov highlighted 
the following characteristics of eSport journalism: 
multi-media media history, extensive use of infor-
mation technology techniques (meaningful, struc-
tural-compositional, speech, paralinguistic), the use 
of convergent journalism formats (Data-journalism, 
LongRead, Crowdsourcing, Stream, Sensor journal-
ism ), video content takes up most of eSports jour-
nalism, eSports materials are integrated with multi-
media elements to increase contact with the audience 
and enhance visual series, the rapid growth of the 
audience and commercial potential (Vikulov, 2017).  
K. Govorun paid special attention to the concept of the 
game press (Govorun, 2013); V. Tarmaeva considered 
the relationship between computer games and game 
journalism (Tarmaeva, 2015); K. Oreshkin studied the 
differences between Western and Russian game jour-
nalism (Oreshkin, 2010), N. Arsenyev, I. Varnavsky, 
E. Zakirov focused on the modern state of game jour-
nalism (Arsenyev, 2012, Varnavskyi, 2006, Zakiro, 
2012).

The phenomenon of eSports in journalism
In Western scientific literature, the concept of 

eSports is accepted. to designate the term “eSports” 
(electronic sport). For the first time like the term 
was used in 1999 in a press release based on the 
Online Gamers Association, as a comparison with 
traditional sports (Wagner, 2006). 

There are a lot of term concepts of “eSports” on 
the Internet. In particular, one of them is: eSports 
is game competitions (mental and physical) using 
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computer technology where computer simulates 
virtual space within which competition occurs. In 
another Variant it can be argued that eSports is a sport 
where people play computer games professionally, 
but there are eSports organizations that are not 
limited to teams. For example, Natus Vincere is a 
symbiosis of a football club and marketing agency. 
ESport has all the same elements as professional 
sports (Karpenko, 2015).

Today, eSports is officially recognized in many 
countries (China, South Korea, Mongolia, Vietnam, 
Taiwan, Maldives, Iran, Egypt, Arab Emirates, 
South Africa, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Tajikistan, 
Russia, USA), including in Kazakhstan since 2018. 
Competitions which are held in the framework of 
various professional e-sports leagues, which attract 
more and more attention. 

ESport is one of the fastest growing species of 
modern sport. The number of fans around the world 
is not inferior to the number of lovers of the most 
popular types of traditional sports competitions. 
An example would be the “phenomenon” in 2014 
when the broadcast of the finals of the World 
e-sports championship of the discipline of League 
of Legends (LoL) was viewed by 32 million 
people, which exceeded the number of spectators 
for the 2014 Stanley Cup finals. Whereas the 
audience of the NBA finals that same year was 
only 26.3 million people, and the World Series of 
the Main Baseball League (MLB) ‒ 14.9 million 
people (Risco, 2014)

It is said that eSports has become massive 
movement uniting millions of people regardless of 
their nationality, age and citizenship, and it is clear 
that every year its ranks will only multiply as the park 
grows personal computers. One way or another, now 
measures are being taken to include computer sports 
in the program Olympic Games. The only problem 
is that the power modern gaming computers are 

constantly increasing, and computer games after this 
change, new hits appear on the game a market that 
is gradually crowding out old games (Evgan, 2016).

A great place in the process of eSports is eSports 
sponsored events leading global brands, such as: Coca-
Cola, Red Bull, American Express, Intel and Samsung. 
Due to this, the so-called competitive gaming, e-sport 
has turned into a real business, so recognized that 
participants are eligible to apply for a US P-1 visa, 
This type of visa for a long time was issued only by 
professional athletes and artists (Campbell, 2013).

The main factors contributing to the growth 
of eSports are the popularity of new platforms for 
watching computer games, a new business model. 
However, the most important features relate to 
creating and the growth of new platforms, primarily 
online broadcast platforms, like Twitch.tv where 
viewers can watch professional competition players 
live almost daily. It can be like small battles, as 
well as full-fledged competitions full command 
composition. New platforms destroy the framework 
that previously limited the experience of gaming, not 
allowing to follow the games of other players. They 
attracted more people to the eSports community at 
the same time allowed two-way interaction in their 
space. For example, online streaming platforms 
like Twitch.tv, which Amazon.com bought last year 
for 970 million dollars (Macmillan, 2014) always 
stimulated, as professional players as well as the 
audience, coming together and interact to improve 
the service. Professional players can make money 
from advertising revenue, paid subscription to 
broadcast as well as fan donations. 

Thereby, making money from playing computer 
games has become an achievable goal. For on-line 
viewers, e-sports is made available. No fans one 
must even be especially advanced in one game or 
another. They can just watch the computer broadcast, 
just like a sports competition, and enjoy it.
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According to SuperData Research Esports 
grows to a $1.6B industry this year and shows no 
signs of slowing down. Global esports revenue 
will grow 26% by 2020 as it aDracts a more 
mainstream audience. This increase will be fueled 
by a viewership projected to grow 12% each year 
and a swelling number of third-party investments 
(Superdata Research, 2017).

Thus, computer sports in the 21st century 
evolved from “Marginal” classes in real sports. 
Having received an independent branch in the 
industry of sports entertainment. ESport events 
attract millions of fans and are broadcast, almost 
by federal channels. In the “virtual world” there are 
heroes: star players, commentators, legends. These 
trends have become prerequisites for the emergence 
of eSport journalism.

ESport journalism is professional socially 
significant activities of people in the collection, 
processing and presentation of actual eSports 
information through various channels of mass 
communication (print, radio, TV, Internet), using an 
established system of genres. Like sports journalism, 
data journalism, sensory journalism and other kinds 
of concepts, this is primarily journalism, which has 
its distinctive features and certain characteristics of 
media content (Bychkova, 2013).

Firstly, eSport journalism belongs to recreational 
journalism, since the topic “ESport” itself, having a 
game start, is entertaining (Bychkova, 2013). 

Secondly, eSport journalism continues the vector 
of convergent journalism formats (Kachkaeva, 
2010) and at the same time is a fundamentally 
new phenomenon, as it appeared in the process of 
merging several factors: convergence in the sphere 
of technology (networks, terminals); market and 
services; convergence in collection, production and 
presentation of information, convergence of genres 
and forms. 

In other words, eSport journalism was born 
in the process of how information and computer 
technologies developed and merged, the gaming 
market was formed. We can say that it has become 
one of the branches of the evolution of journalism, 
a phenomenon that has absorbed all the trends of 
the Internet environment and journalistic activities. 
In fact, the first mention of e-sports in the media 
was still December 7, 1972 ‒ an article by journalist 
Stewart Brand in Rolling Stone magazine about the 
first SPACEWAR tournament, which was attended 
by 25 people (Vikulov, 2017).

In 1981, Arnie Katz and Bill Kunkel founded the 
world’s first video journal dedicated to video games, 
which marked the beginning of game (eSport) 

journalism. In 1983, the TV show “That’s Incredible!” 
ABCT three professional arcade players fought for 
the title of national video game champion (Vikulov, 
2017). Starting from the 2000s, in many countries, 
twenty-four-hour e-sports-oriented channels began 
to open: in South Korea ‒ OnGameNet (OGN) and 
MBC Game (Borowy, 2012); in Germany ‒ GIGA 
Television, in Britain ‒ satellite channel XLeague.tv 
and many others.

The rise in popularity of e-sports and multiplayer 
gaming has increased the number of Internet portals 
that specialize in streaming gaming videos. Now, 
besides Twitch.TV, whose monthly audience for 
2015 the year amounted to 100 million unique 
viewers, 1.5 million of which were themselves 
stream measures (Borowy, 2012), new portals 
appear ‒ Yahoo eSports, YouTube Gaming, VyRT. 
The interest in the eSports of such major players 
in the media market, like ESPN, Eurosport, TV 2, 
2 + 2, Match TV and many others speak about its 
commercial appeal.

The eSport arena on the media market is 
competitive. In-teres from major brands and 
sponsors that contribute to the influx money to the 
industry (the market volume for 2016 is estimated 
at $ 892 million) (SuperData Research, 2016) as 
well as the intensive growth of global and Russian 
audience contribute to the development eSports 
journalism.

The features of eSports broadcasting
One of the main success factors eSports events 

is increasing audience and growing market every 
year. Not surprisingly, the fast-growing niche 
became interested largest media. Outstanding 
Player Materials eSports scene, about the biggest 
gaming tournaments began to appear in non-core 
publications, and broadcast eSports competitions 
were not broadcast online only, but cable and 
satellite channels such as MatchTV (Russia), CNN, 
HLN, TBS, TNT (USA). (Shendyapina, 2017).

It should be noted that the precursors of online 
broadcasts are live and streaming video. Live 
Broadcast is live reporting on the radio, television 
or online (Harcup, 2014). At the end of the twentieth 
century Internet widespread and accessible to 
ordinary users, and the media begin to rapidly 
master a new platform for distribution information. 

Due to the Internet and the movement of direct 
transmissions to the network, there is such a thing 
as streaming video ‒ the technology of buffering 
and compression data, allowing the broadcast of 
multimedia content over the Internet in real time. 
With using computer networks compressed data is 
easy delivered due to their small size.
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Today, there are many Internet services allowing 
the user to create own video broadcasts, for example, 
Twitch.tv, Hitbox.tv, YouTube Gaming, GoodGame.
ru and others. After them the emergence has become 
noticeable the predominance of streams gaming 
themes caused by the increasing popularity of video 
games and eSports the concept of “stream”, which 
is used when broadcast eSport disciplines directly 
related with the concept of “streaming video”. 
Stream means the sequence of video and audio, 
streamable by the user data (Hotshowlife.com).

To cover the events of the cyber sports world 
began in 2007, on the Garena forum. Such broadcasts 
were collected large, for those times, the audience, 
and with each month this number has increased due 
to the program WaaaghTV Client. This program 
was intended for watching the then popular game 
of Warcraft III. Games on WaaaghTV could be 
watched in real time (Proplay.ru). 

Currently the leading platform for eSports 
broadcast is Twitch.tv. In the end 2016 Russian 
social network VKontakte launched own platform 
for broadcasting games. Also, there are platforms 
such as Hitbox.tv, YouTube Gaming, GoodGame.ru, 
Cybergame.tv, BIGO Live Connector.

Since 2009, eSport coverage events moved 
to a new level. On large tournaments appeared 
interviewers, commentators and reporters who in 
the future have become major actors of all events in 
the world of eSports.

Commenting on a cyber-match is the main 
way to cover any event. Overall, the process is 
similar to commenting on any sporting event. A 
couple of commentators talk about everything that 
happens on the screens. The main difference is that 
commentators communicate with their audience via 
online chat that any platform has for the stream. 
Commenting can take place as in official form and 
in the form of informal communication with chat 
and discuss what is happening in the game.

ESports commentators are indicated by the 
special term “shoutkaster”. There are two types of 
commentators. The first type is “play-by-play” (give 
a detailed report on everything that happens on the 
playing field) and “calorcaster” (from English color 
‒ color; provide analytical information) (Gresham, 
2017).

The interview is a popular genre in the process 
of covering eSport events. More often the entire 
interview is taken from team captains, coaches 
and event organizers. Interviews can be worn as 
informative as well as entertaining ‒ the interviewer 
may hold blitz surveys interviews with the captains 
of the teams who will fight in the final. The lead role 

is also popular. The lead must represent the teams 
before they go on stage public interest, to carry out 
draws and to work in every way with the audience.

In addition, to commenting on the match, one 
of the most important features of eSports broadcasts 
are studio analytics. For the first time such a studio 
appeared in the 2012 year in the studio there are 
several people, most often leading and former 
professional players. At pre-match analytics 
includes a comparison of rivals, analysis of the 
game plan from each team, analysis of what can 
occur in the game and the forecast of the final result. 
Post-analytics includes debugging team errors. or 
individual player, discussion of key events match. 
Speech by commentators and analysts abounds 
terms and statistics. They also dialogical in view of 
the fact that at the table of analysts are 3-4 people. In 
addition to its main work studio analysts entertains 
online viewers in between matches this happens 
through communication with online chat or twitter, 
contests. Analysts answer questions, tell their 
personal stories eSport experience. Analytics Studio 
is interactive (Shendyapina, 2017).

ESport as an official sport is inevitable pop 
computer games, the development of the Internet 
and modern the era of homo ludens (Volkova, 2014). 
ESports develops fast at a pace like no other sport 
in the world. For several years he has turned from 
a hobby a small number of players in professional 
sports, officially recognized by many countries of 
the world where players called cyber sportsmen. 
For tournament victories sporting categories are 
awarded and cups are awarded. ESport broadcasts 
are having an audience and the commercial potential 
of product journalism in their creation is attended 
by journalistic professional’s specialization, and the 
distribution channel is Internet and television. 

Based on the dynamics of the media market, 
the annual increasing audience size and growing 
interest investors can argue that eSports and eSports 
broadcast is a trend in the economy and in sports 
journalism.

Results and Discussion
The study proposed a working definition of the 

concept of eSport broadcasting, formulated on the 
basis of the analysis of eSport broadcasts, attracting 
the attention of a multi-million dollar audience. 
ESports broadcast is an video game competition 
through video over the Internet in real time from 
the scene of the event, accompanied by expert 
commentary.

After researching eSport broadcast there is no 
doubt that it is a journalistic product and cyberspace 
events are media occasion. Those responsible 
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for creating this product can rightfully be called 
by reporters. The basis for this conclusion was 
the undoubted similarity eSports broadcast with 
traditional sports journalism. In eSports broadcasts 
there is a media event that is necessary to highlight, 
there is a specialist ‒ a journalist who will deal 
with this, as well as target audience. The study 
also showed novelty and the relevance of e-sports 
theme. This is a recent, but already the powerful 
development of the sphere continues to progress and 
gain popularity among the wider audience

Conclusion

In connection with the development of the 
phenomenon called eSport, modern journalism 

has been enriched by another trend with certain 
characteristics of media content. Despite the fact 
that this direction is still in its infancy, it becomes 
necessary to scientifically comprehend it. It is 
important to identify ways to study it. ESports on 
the media market is competitive. Interest from major 
brands and sponsors who contribute to the flow of 
money into the industry, as well as the intensive 
growth of global and Russian audience contribute to 
the development of eSport journalism. 

There are new media and online resources 
dedicated to professional gaming. ESports 
broadcasts are embedded in the content sports 
channels and go to the cinema screens. ESport and 
its translations become a trend both in journalism 
and in the economy.
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